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PART ONE 

WELCOME TO SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION 



Congratulations on being selected as an SI Leader! We are excited for you to join the SLAC family. 
Working for SLAC is an exceptional experience because only the best students have the privilege 
of working in this department. We believe being an SI is one of the most prestigious student posi-
tions at Texas State University, and we take great pride in helping support student success. Over 
the next few days, you will learn about SI Sessions, what is needed to prepare for sessions, and the 
many other fantastic opportunities SLAC will provide. Please keep this manual with you at all times 
during the training process. You are free to write in it and make notes on whatever you think is 
necessary or important. Once training is over, this manual will be a useful tool to keep throughout 
the semester because of the references concerning time entry, session plans, doghouse, and much 
more.  We are excited to provide you with all the tools necessary to be a fantastic SI Leader. Wel-
come to our SI family! 

Welcome! 
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SI Program Basics 

Before training begins, we would like to explain and familiarize you with the concept of being an SI 
Leader and the Supplemental Instruction (SI) Program at Texas State University.  

Please underline or highlight points that resonate with you. 

1. SI is based on the concept of peer-facilitated group study sessions.

2. SI does not target struggling students; instead, it targets historically difficult classes. The rate of D’s, F’s, or
withdrawals (DFW rate or those that did not successfully complete the course) is usually 30% or higher.

3. SI Leaders do not directly teach students. They are simply a facilitator for study sessions.

4. SI sessions are open to all students as long as they are enrolled as a student at Texas State University. The
fee for SI sessions is funded by various departments across campus, so students do not incur cost beyond tui-
tion.

5. SI sessions are voluntary, but encouraging attendance is a must!

6. SI session schedules are created during the first week of the semester. Once your schedule is complete, you
will hold your session at the scheduled times each week.

7. Our SI Leaders are the heart and soul of our SI program! Without all of you, we could not provide assis-
tance to students.

8. Since sessions are open to all students, students with varying abilities will attend session. It is important not
to exclude anyone based on ability or to suggest that it is remedial. Learn how to integrate the difference in abil-
ities and use it to your advantage.

9. We take great pride in our training program. When you finish the two-day training, we are confident that
you are equipped with all the tools necessary to be successful and an asset to the Texas State community.

10.During lecture, SI Leaders must represent a model student. This entails taking notes, paying attention, and
engaging with the students during any time provided for discussion.

11. On average, students that regularly attend SI Sessions (8-10 sessions per 15-week semester) earn 1/2 to a
whole letter grade higher than students who do not attend sessions.

Now that you are more acquainted with our SI program, it is time to get started! 
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Form groups of three and discuss the tasks of the SI leader. Specifically discuss with your group which of the responsibilities 
listed below are your favorite and least favorite parts of being an SI leader. 

 
   1. Attend Training 

 Pre-semester training takes place before the first class day. 

 Ongoing Training &  Discipline-Specific Training take place throughout the semester. 

 Other training opportunities such as SASP Conference will be held each semester. 
    
   2. Attend the Targeted Class 

 Introduce yourself to the course instructor. 

 Ascertain requirements for the course. 

 Introduce SI to the class and administer beginning-of-term survey. 

 Announce the SI schedule and room locations in class 
 
   3. Conduct Sessions 

 Plan an introduction to the SI program for your first day class speech. 

 Schedule SI sessions using Beginning of Term Surveys. 

 Check with SI supervisor for room assignments for SI sessions. 

 Organize sessions with built-in flexibility to the needs of attendees. 

 Prepare handouts for SI sessions. 

 Hold pre-test SI sessions (“double session”) or extra SI sessions when needed. 

 Provide session closure (e.g., a quiz, a summary, a suggestion for future study). 
    
   4. Support Faculty 

 Support classroom instruction whenever possible. 

 Assist with anything that a model student would. 
 

   5. Integrate Content and Learning Skills 

 Redirect discussion to the group. 

 Use the language of the discipline. 

 Integrate how to learn with what to learn. 

 Get students organized and get them started, but don’t do the work  for them. 
 
   6. Collect Data for Program Evaluation 

 Collect attendance data at every SI session. 

 Meet with SI supervisor regularly. 

 Administer end-of-term surveys. 

 Work with SI supervisor as needed to insure data accuracy. 

 
*Adapted  from the  UMKC SI  Manual 

 

 

 

 

Tasks of the SI Leader 

A Cluster is a group that has been broken down into smaller groups. To be effective, a cluster 
should be no larger than three or four people. Using clusters can be a powerful way to change 
the interactions within a group. Breaking people in smaller groups accomplishes several things:  

 It makes them more accountable. 
 It promotes active processing of material. 
 It encourages participation by everyone. 
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1. a : the act, process, or method of one that trains 

     b : the skill, knowledge, or experience acquired by     

          one that trains 

 

2. the state of being trained 

(Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary) 

 

TRAINING 
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7:40 am Arrive (Grab breakfast, purchase t-shirts, take pictures, etc.) 

8:00 am Welcome (Paperwork, Distribute Materials, Brief Staff Intros, 1st Impression Cards) 

8:15 am Ice Breaker: Speed Dating 

9:00 am Model Session (50 mins) 

9:50 am Initial Debrief of Model Session 

10:00 am Conducting the Session: Scenarios / Role Play (Additional Resources Pgs60-64)  

10:55 am Break Into Concurrent Sessions  

(All Concurrent sessions will be 30 minutes with 5 minute breaks between.) 

11:00 am Concurrent Session 1  Study Skills & SI     ALK 409 

  Concurrent Session 2  Bloom’s Taxonomy    ALK 405 

  Concurrent Session 3  Wait Time 1 / Wait Time 2   ALK 408 

  Concurrent Session 4  Redirection & Checking for Understanding SLAC Lab 

  Concurrent Session 5  SI Data Collection & Time Entry System Computer Lab 

11:35 pm Concurrent Session 1  Study Skills & SI     ALK 409 

  Concurrent Session 2  Bloom’s Taxonomy    ALK 405 

  Concurrent Session 3  Wait Time 1 / Wait Time 2   ALK 408 

  Concurrent Session 4  Redirection & Checking for Understanding SLAC Lab 

  Concurrent Session 5  SI Data Collection & Time Entry System Computer Lab 

12:10 pm Lunch / Read and Discuss p. 31 of Training Manual / Break 

1:00 pm Concurrent Session 1  Study Skills & SI     ALK 409 

  Concurrent Session 2  Bloom’s Taxonomy    ALK 405 

  Concurrent Session 3  Wait Time 1 / Wait Time 2   ALK 408 

  Concurrent Session 4  Redirection & Checking for Understanding SLAC Lab 

  Concurrent Session 5  SI Data Collection & Time Entry System Computer Lab 

1:35 pm Concurrent Session 1  Study Skills & SI     ALK 409 

  Concurrent Session 2  Bloom’s Taxonomy    ALK 405 

  Concurrent Session 3  Wait Time 1 / Wait Time 2   ALK 408 

  Concurrent Session 4  Redirection & Checking for Understanding SLAC Lab 

  Concurrent Session 5  SI Data Collection & Time Entry System Computer Lab 

2:10 pm Concurrent Session 1  Study Skills & SI     ALK 409 

  Concurrent Session 2  Bloom’s Taxonomy    ALK 405 

  Concurrent Session 3  Wait Time 1 / Wait Time 2   ALK 408 

  Concurrent Session 4  Redirection & Checking for Understanding SLAC Lab 

  Concurrent Session 5  SI Data Collection & Time Entry System Computer Lab 

2:45 pm Second Debrief of Model Session (Refresh Memory Using Obs Sheet) 

3:15 pm Session Planning Homework in Computer Lab / Rings 

3:45 pm Assign HW & Dismissal 

 Complete a session plan that uses all the learning styles (noted on index card). 

 Idea for first flyer 

 Updated Schedule Sheet 

 1st day Speech Notecard 

 Read Performance Guidelines (pg. 53) 

 

New SI Training Day 1: August 20, 2017 
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7:40 am Arrive (Grab breakfast, purchase t-shirts, take pictures, etc.) 

8:00 am Welcome & 2nd Impression Card 

8:15 am Ice Breaker #2: Thumb Ball 

8:30 am Roles & Relationships: Scenarios / Role Play (p. 33-36) 

 SI Leader & Professor  

 SI Leader & the Student 

 Referring Students 

 SI Leader & SI Supervisor (SI Leadership Structure) 

9:40 am Session Plan Refinement Workshop / Using the Rings 

 ACC / MATH / CS  ALK 405 

 Biology   ALK 409 

 Chemistry   SLAC Lab 

 History / Philosophy Gov Docs    

10:25 am  Communication in the Workplace: Conflict Resolution & Setting Clear Expectations 

11:30 am Mock SIs plan / merge session plans. 

 Mock Students plan role play. (15 minutes per session) 

12:00 pm Lunch & Speeches (Split into 5 groups: 409, 408, 405, Lab A, Lab B) 

1:00 pm 1st Mock Sessions (ALK 409, 408, ALK 405, ALK 118, and ALK Instant Theater) 

2:00 pm 2nd Mock Session (ALK 409, 408, ALK 405, ALK 118, and ALK Instant Theater) 

2:50 pm Debrief Mock Sessions 

3:10 pm Break 

3:15 pm Final Expectations / Strike System 

3:45 pm Dismissal 

 HW: Before Friday, find a resource you think would be useful for session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New SI Training Day 2: August 21, 2017 

 8/22/17          Biology SI Meeting (SLAC Lab) 

9:00 am  Ice Breakers  

9:15 am  Faculty Panel  

9:45 am  Team Leader Training 

10:45 am Apollo 13 Training 

12:00 pm Planning on Your Feet Activity 

12:30 pm Final Questions / Dismissal 

 8/22/17  Chemistry SI Meeting (SLAC Lab) 

1:00 pm  Ice Breakers  

1:15 am  Faculty Panel  

1:45 pm  Team Leader Training 

2:45 pm  Apollo 13 Training 

4:00 pm  Planning on Your Feet Activity 

4:30 pm  Final Questions / Dismissal 

8/23/17  MATH, ACC, CS SI Meeting (SLAC Lab) 

8:30 am  Ice Breakers  

8:45 am  Faculty Panel  

9:15 am  Team Leader Training 

10:15 am Apollo 13 Training 

11:30 pm Planning on Your Feet Activity 

12:00 pm Final Questions / Dismissal 

8/23/17  Hist./ Phil. SI Meeting (SLAC Lab) 

12:30 am Ice Breakers  

12:45 am Faculty Panel  

1:15 pm  Team Leader Training 

2:15 pm  Apollo 13 Training 

3:30 pm  Planning on Your Feet Activity 

4:00 pm  Final Questions / Dismissal (TMH) 

Discipline-Specific Meetings 
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11:00 am Returner SI Meeting        LBJ 3-10.1 

12:00 pm Lunch Break / SIbs Mixer        LBJ Den 

12:40 pm Faculty / SI Meet & Greet (All College of Science SIs and faculty)  LBJ 3-3.1 

2:00 pm Returner SI Meeting: Quick reminders, schema/self-efficacy,   LBJ 3-10.1 

3:00 pm All SI Leader Resource Share   LBJ 3-10.1 (Last Name Beginning A – Ga) 

         LBJ 3-9.1 (Last Name Beginning Go-O) 

         LBJ 3-3.1 (Last Name Beginning P-Z) 

4:00 pm All SLAC Meeting: All SI Leaders      ALK 250 

5:00 pm Dismissal 

 

 

 

 

Training Day 4: August 25, 2017 

Training Snapshot 

 
8.20.17  New Leader Training   8 am – 3:45 pm  ALK 4th Floor 

8.21.17  New Leader Training   8 am – 3:45 pm  ALK 4th Floor 

8.22.17  Biology Leader Meeting  9 am – 12:30 pm  ALK 4th Floor       

  Chemistry Leader Meeting  1 pm – 4:30 pm  ALK 4th Floor  

8.23.17  ACC / CS / MATH Leader Meeting 8:30 -12:00 pm  ALK 4th Floor  
  HIST / PHIL Leader Meeting 12:30 pm – 4 pm  ALK 4th Floor  
  HIST / PHIL SI & Faculty Meeting 4 pm - 5 (ish) pm OBA TMH Swinney  

8.25.17  Returner SI Meeting   11 am – 12 pm  LBJ 3-10.1 

  SIbs Lunch    12-1 pm   LBJ Den 

  College of Science SI & Faculty Mtg 12:45 pm – 1:45 pm (ish)   LBJ 3-3  

  Returner SI Meeting   2 pm – 3 pm   LBJ 3-10.1 

  All SI Leader Resource Share  3 pm - 4 pm   Last Name / Room 

           A-Ga /LBJ 3-10.1 

           Go-O /LBJ 3-9.1 

           P-Z / LBJ 3-3.1 

      ALL SLAC Meeting   4 pm - 5 pm   ALK 250 
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Below is a screenshot of a typical week in the life of an SI Leader. Every SI will be required to attend  three 
hours of lecture every week, hold three to four 50-minute sessions, and conduct two office hours. The sum of 
all hours is a total of eight to nine hours per week. Once each month, we will have On-Going Training (OT) 
and Discipline Specific Training (DST). These trainings will be held on Fridays, and the times and dates are 
announced at the beginning of the semester and noted on the SI calendar included in your training materials 
and on the SI TRACS site. SI Siblings (SIbs), our mentoring program, will include designated SIbs weeks once 
a month as well. You are free to select the day and time that best fits with your schedule to attend a SIbs meet-
ing.  
 
Please keep in mind that starting a new semester and a new job can be overwhelming and stressful, so it may 
be helpful to create a schedule that is specific to your classes, organizations, and other time commitments. It 
may take you a week or two to adjust to your new schedule. Remember, if you are struggling, we are always 
here for you!  

SI Schedule 
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SI Program Staff 

Supplemental Instructors 

Senior Leaders 

SI Coordinators: The Coordinators are the captains of the SI ship! They are in charge of managing and improv-
ing the SI program. Workshops, meetings, and conferences are a few of the many opportunities they  use to their 
advantage to expand their knowledge of SI programs across the country. Coordinators can help you with major 
problems or concerns that arise in a semester, will interface with faculty for you, and handle disciplinary issues.  

Graduate Assistant: The SI Graduate As-
sistant (GA) plans OT and aids in refining 
topics for DST. The GA is also in charge of 
the new SI hiring process., will complete 
observations and provide feedback to the 
SIs each week, and will work on additional 
projects, such as SLACer Appreciation 
Week and the Spring Banquet. The GA can 
assist you with daily problems that may 
arise, as well as approving or denying re-
quests to find session coverage.  
 
 
Senior Leaders:  Each discipline has a Sen-
ior Leader. Seniors are mentors to both 
Team Leads and SIs. This individual has 
experience in the subject field and aids in SI 
development. The Senior helps with the 
initial SI training and will complete DST 
trainings throughout the semester. Every 
week the Senior will complete administrative 
duties such as observations, doghouse 
emails, and aiding SIs with scheduling dou-
ble sessions. All of the seniors can help with 
general problems, approving or denying re-
quests to find session coverage, and sugges-
tions for session activities and session im-
provement. Your Senior can answer any 
questions or concerns regarding doghouse 
or your performance as an SI, as well as an-
swer content specific questions.  

Team Leaders: Team Leaders are mentors to SIs. They will 
lead SIbs Weeks and one training during the semester. Your team leads 
will complete observations each week for his or her discipline. They 
are available to provide help concerning subject matter and creating ses-
sion plans.  

SI Leaders: SIs are the heart and soul of the SI program. An individual is hired to be an SI based on excellence 
in a given subject material. The SI is responsible for going to class, planning sessions, and holding office hours. 
The primary goal of an SI is to help students. Your fellow SIs are perfect resources for new and crea-
tive activities.  
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PART TWO 

CONDUCTING THE SESSION 
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Before Session 
1. Keep Bloom’s Taxonomy in mind: Beginning at the levels of apply and analyze will result in frustration for 
everyone. It’s a good idea to begin with basic or building block information before building up to the challenging 
material as this helps establish what students know and builds confidence. But be sure to balance simple topics 
with higher order items.  (Refer to pages 17 and 24 for a review of Bloom's Taxonomy.)  
2. Pay attention to student need: Think back to when you were a student in the same class. Which material was 
challenging? Talk to students and learn what they are struggling with and what is challenging for their classmates. 
Your experience is not always a match for theirs.  
3. Always create two activities per session: It can be tough to gauge how much time an activity will take. So al-
ways have a backup. If you do not have time to cover the second objective, it is acceptable to use it for your next 
session plan.  
4. Why two different topics per session is preferable: Students may need to spend more time on certain topics. 
Even so, it is still necessary to create variety in order to prevent boredom and so the students have variability dur-
ing the session. Having a quick, easy, and adaptable activity is a lifesaver and will become extremely useful if you 
have a session that runs short.   
 
 
 
During the Session  
1. Data management: Always open the attendance system and have students sign-in at the beginning of the ses-
sion. Students arriving late can be asked to sign-in when they arrive or before leaving. Be sure to create a session 
even if no one attends.  
2. Be welcoming: It is important to make them feel included and comfortable, even late attendees.   
3. The Guide on the Side: Think about your role as an SI and how you want to relate to and interact with your 
students. You’re an experienced peer running an organized study group.   
4. Gauge student interactions: Here are just a few important scenarios to note.  

A. Students with varying abilities are going to walk into session and expect help. How are you going to 
create a session that helps ALL students excel? How are you going to group and pair students in a way 
that is beneficial? Think about matching students that better understand the material with students 
that are struggling.   

B. Some students ask lots of questions while others barely speak. It is an SIs responsibility to get both 
students involved. Remember that silence does not mean a student is disengaged. And talking doesn’t 
equal engagement. 

C. Students may attend session but be distracted the entire time. Distractions could include cell phones, 
friends, issues with friends/significant others/family members/roommates, etc. How are you going to 
handle distracted students without seeming judgmental?  

5. Redirection, Wait Time 1, and Wait Time 2: These are essential parts of an SI session that the SI Leadership 
team expects you to use in each and every session..   

A. If you need help with these, or any of the other SI principles, please reach out to your Team Lead, Sen-
ior, GA, Annette, or Lindley for help. We are more than happy to help!  

It is essential to put time and effort into planning your session. Committing time and effort to planning 
will result in sessions that run smoothly and benefit students. The session guide (pg. 22) is designed to promote 
thinking like an SI Leader. As you gain experience as an SI, the process of planning will become second nature. 
Until then, use the session guide as a reference.   

Planning a Session 
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6. Checking for understanding: This simply means verifying that students are following the content. It is important 
to clarify where a disconnect occurs. If you need to ask questions to clearly understand what your students need 
help with, ask!  
7. Always promote your sessions! As students leave, remind them when your next session will be held. Get creative 
with your promotion techniques! Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, Remind, GroupMe, etc. are various methods you 
can use to spread session awareness.  
8. Close your session. This is very important as provides a summary of the material presented in session.  
 
SI Attitude During the Session  
1. Be confident! It is normal to be nervous during your first few sessions. You will become comfortable with time 
and experience.   
2. Don’t make it up: If you are unsure of something, be honest with your students. They count on you to provide 
accurate information and will depart quickly if they can’t trust their SI.    
3. Problem solving: Many sessions will include material that requires problem solving. Under no circumstances 
should you walk into a session without the problems solved beforehand. You may think you can solve the problem 
without issue; however, when students are watching you, it is easy to make mistakes and lose credibility in front of 
students.   
4. Speak loudly and clearly: Students will quickly become frustrated if they cannot hear or understand what you are 
saying.   
 
After Session  
1. Always clean up after session. Leaving trash or student belongings in classrooms creates clutter for other SIs and 
students. Please be courteous.   
2. Reflect on what went well and how you can improve.   
3. Make note of any attendance changes in the attendance system or by emailing Senior Leaders or the GA.   
4. Make plans to cover any unanswered topics of high interest in your next session.  
 

 

 

Anticipating questions and potential frustration may be difficult, but it will benefit you to do so. Do not expect 
your students to blindly accept answers, and never make up material! Be honest when you make mistakes and ad-
mit when you are unsure as this creates trust with your students. If you run into difficulties with content, it may be 
necessary to meet with your professor to get a better understanding of material. If it is something simple, feel free 
to ask your Senior, Team Lead, or another SI.   

When the SI Leadership Team observes your sessions, your session plan is used to compare how your actual ses-
sion is run.  

Planning a Session Cont’d 
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I. Remember (KNOWLEDGE)  
(shallow processing, drawing out factual answers, testing recall and recognition) 

 

II.  UNDERSTAND (COMPREHENSION) 

 (translating, interpreting, and extrapolating) 

Verbs for Objectives Model Questions Instructional Strategies 

describe  

define  

identify 

label 

list 

match  

memorize 

name 

omit  

recite 

recognize 

select  

state 

Who? 

Where?  

Which One?  

What?  

How?  

What is the best one? 

Why?  

How much? 

When?  

What does It mean? 

Highlighting 

Rehearsal 

Memorizing 

Mnemonics 

 

Verbs for Objectives Model Questions Instructional Strategies 

demonstrate 

distinguish 

explain 

express 

give example 

illustrate 

indicate 

interpret 

infer 

judge 

match 

paraphrase 

restate 

rewrite 

select 

show 

summarize 

tell 

 

State in your own words.  

Which are facts? 

What does this mean?  

Is this the same as. . .? 

Give an example.  

Select the best definition. 

Condense this paragraph.  

What would happen if . . .? 

State in one word . . . 

Explain what is happening. 

What part doesn't fit?  

Explain what is meant. 

What expectations are there?  

Read the graph (table). 

What are they saying?  

This represents. . . 

What seems to be . . .? 

Show in a graph, table. 

Which statements support . . ?  

 

Key examples 

Emphasize connections 

Elaborate concepts 

Summarize 

Paraphrase 

STUDENTS explain 

STUDENTS state the rule 

create visual representations 

(concept maps, outlines, flow 

charts organizers, analogies, 

pro/con grids)   

Metaphors, rubrics, heuristics 

 

 

Bloom’s Taxonomy “Revised”  
Key Words, Model Questions, & Instructional Strategies 
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III.  APPLY  

(Knowing when to apply; why to apply; and recognizing patterns of transfer to situa-

tions that are new, unfamiliar, or have a new slant for students) 

 

 

 

IV.  ANALYZE  

(breaking down into parts, forms) 

 

 

 

Verbs for Objectives Model Questions Instructional Strategies 

apply 

choose 

dramatize 

explain 

generalize 

judge 

organize 

prepare 

produce 

select 

show 

solve 

Predict what would happen if 

Choose the best statements that apply 

Judge the effects  

What would result 

Tell what would happen 

Tell how, when, where, why 

Tell how much 

 

Modeling 

Cognitive apprenticeships 

“Mindful” practice – NOT just a 

“routine” practice 

Authentic situations 

“Coached” practice 

Case studies 

Simulations 

Algorithms 

 

Verbs for Objectives Model Questions Instructional Strategies 

analyze 

categorize 

classify 

compare 

differentiate 

distinguish 

identify 

infer 

point out 

select 

subdivide 

survey 

 

What is the function of . . .? 

What's fact?  Opinion?  

What assumptions. . .? 

What statement is relevant? 

Related to, extraneous to, not applica-

ble. 

What conclusions? 

What does the author believe? What 

does the author assume? 

Make a distinction. 

State the point of view of . . .  

What is the premise? 

State the point of view of . . . 

What ideas apply? 

What's the relationship between? 

The least essential statements are 

What's the main idea? Theme? 

Models of thinking 

Challenging assumptions 

Retrospective analysis 

Reflection through journaling 

Debates 

Discussions and other collaborating 

learning activities 

Decision-making situations 
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V. EVALUATE  

(according to some set of criteria, and state why) 

 

 

VI. CREATE (SYNTHESIS)  

(combining elements into a pattern not clearly there before) 

 
 

Verbs for Objectives Model Questions Instructional Strategies 

appraise 

judge 

criticize 

defend  

compare 

What fallacies, consistencies, in-

consistencies appear? 

Which is more important, moral, 

better, logical, valid, appropriate? 

Find the errors. 

Challenging assumptions 

Journaling 

Debates 

Discussions and other collabo-

rating learning activities 

Decision-making situations 

 

Verbs for Objectives Model Questions Instructional Strategies 

choose 

combine 

construct 

create 

formulate 

hypothesize 

make up 

How would you test. . .? 

Propose an alternative. 

Solve the following. 

How else would you . . .? 

State a rule. 

 

Modeling 

Challenging assumptions 

Reflection through journaling 

Debates 

Discussions and other collabo-

rating learning activities 

Design 
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Example Session Plan 
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PART THREE 

WORKSHEETS & FORMS 
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Sessions 101 

THE SESSION GUIDE 

 

Before 

1. Understand & gauge student grasp of material 

2. Reach higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy 

3. Be flexible with the 50 minutes of session time. Ses-

sions should not be running too short or too long 

 

During 

1. Open the attendance system and have students sign-

in 

2. Welcome students 

3. Be mindful of ‘Guide on the Side’ vs. ‘Sage on the 

Stage’ 

4. Monitor student interactions 

5. Keep students on track 

6. Redirect 

7. Use wait time 1 & 2 

8. Check for understanding 

9. Promote future attendance 

10.  Finish the session with a thoughtful closer 

 

NOTE TO SELF: 

After 

1. Pick up trash of tables and floor 

2. Wipe off boards and countertops  

3. Clean tables 

4. Push  in chairs 

5. Turn off projector 

6. Ask students to help clean up 

Always 

 Be confident 

 Be honest with students, admit when you 

are unsure 

 Solve example problems before session 

 Speak loudly and clearly 
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Study Skills vs. Activity 

Study Skill Activity 

the methods and techniques that aid effective 

learning, especially viewed as a set of skills that 

cab be acquired or taught. (Oxford Dictionary) 

the thing that is being done.                                                                                  

 

Examples: 

Analyzing notes  

Predicting Test Questions 

Memorization 

Concept/Mind Maps 

Summarize 

Finding Resources 

Examples: 

Comparing & editing notes with a partner 

Build your own test 

 Making and reviewing flashcards 

Review  

Explain in your own words 

Looking up the answer  
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Bloom’s Taxonomy Practice 

Level Meaning Verbs Sample Questions 

(after PowerPoint) 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

6.    
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Redirecting Questions:  

What: SI redirects questions back to the group rather than directly answering.  
When: Any time a student asks questions showing lack of understanding of a concept. 
Why: To encourage more and better student-to-student interaction in sessions. Redirection also decreases  
 student dependency on the SI. It is important to stay positive to encourage student effort and ques
 tioning. 
How: Student: “ I don’t understand how temperature affects a chemical reaction.” 

 SI: “I’m glad your brought that up! Why don’t we analyze #5 on the handout to see if  we can under
 stand how temperature affects different reactions? Let’s see if we can come up with reasons by the end 
 of the session.” 

Checking for Understanding  

What: Asking for questions to determine whether the SI has advanced the knowledge of the student. 
When: Before moving onto a new concept or at the end of session.  
Why: It is essential that students can explain the discussed topic in their own words so that the Leader 
 knows that students understand before proceeding to the next topic. If students do not understand, 
 the concept should be revisited.   
How:  
 ♦ Ask students to summarize the concept covered.  
 ♦ Ask students to write the main points of the discussion on the board.  
 ♦ Ask a question that requires the student to understand in order to answer correctly.  
 ♦ Intentionally make mistakes on the board to see if students can identify them.  
 ♦ Ask students to rephrase the question you asked originally or the summary another student  
     provided.  
 ♦ Ask for real-life example or application of the concept. 
 ♦ Ask for a similar problem, metaphor, or analogy.  

Wait-Time 1& 2 

What: The time that elapses between an SI Leader-initiated question and the next behavior (student re-
 sponse or Leader talking again). 
When: Wait Time 1: The time the Leader waits after asking a question. 
 Wait Time 2: The time the Leader waits after a response is provided, regardless of  accuracy. 
Why: Research shows that student quality and quantity increases significantly if SI Leaders regularly utilize 
 at least 15-20 seconds of wait-time. Wait-time 2 is more significant than wait-time 1.  
How: After asking a question silently and with no facial expression, wait for a response. It may be a good 
 idea to repeat the question or act like you’re reading it over again if the question is displayed on a 
 board. During  wait-time 2, if a student responds with an answer for wait-time 1, continue to wait giv
 ing no facial expressions. If no response occurs, you can ask the group if they think the answer is cor
 rect or ask the group to add to the response.  

Key Techniques for  

Conducting SI Sessions 
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Every time you hold a session you will start a session in our online attendance system. This system makes it 
easy to keep track of students that attend sessions and increases the ease of data collection. Before you are 
able to start sessions, you must enter the CRN of your class so your sessions can be paired with the correct 
class. 
To log on to the attendance system and pair your CRN: 
1. Log onto TRACS with your Texas State NetID and password 
2. Go to the SI Rocks page and click to resources  
3. Scroll to the bottom and find the attendance system link 
4. Click on the link and log into the system using your NetID and TXState password 
5. On the left, under SI Leader, click on Manage Courses 
6. Select your name and semester from the drop down menus 
7. Find  and enter the appropriate CRN (located on the roster) being sure not to enter a space before  or 

after the 5-digit number 
 
*It is extremely important you enter the correct CRN number. Please triple check that you are en-
tering the correct number without additional spaces or numbers! If you need any help during this 
process, please do not hesitate to ask for help! 
 
This process will be repeated every semester as CRNs change.  
Later in the manual, there will be instructions on how to start a session (See page 49.)  
 

 

 

 

SI Attendance & Data Collection 
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Must I create a session even when no one shows up?  

Yes. Every time you log in, the database records that a session was offered to the students. In order to 
have an accurate # of sessions offered at the end of each semester, you must log in and start a session even 
if no one shows.  

What if my sessions are really big and it takes too long to sign in?  

You can open the session in multiple devices in order to speed things up if you have a large group. Just open up 
a second or third device, log on to the data attendance site, select the right session from your list of sessions on 
the Manage Sessions page, and click Resume Session to add students to the same session on a different device.  

What happens if I cover a session for someone else?  

If you sub for someone, please use a paper sign in sheet. Once the session is complete, give the paper sign in to 
the SI Leader so that he/she may add that information. This allows the information to be used correctly in the 
database.  

What do I do with paper sign in sheets?  

You should ONLY be using paper sign in sheets if the power is out, the wifi is down, you don’t have access to 
an internet capable device, or if you’re subbing for someone.   

How long do I have to edit a session?  

You have access to edit a session for 7 days. This means that you may only create a session for 7 days after the 
date it was held (in the case of using a paper sign in). This is also true if you need to remove someone from a ses-
sion or if you want to deactivate or make a note about someone’s participation at a particular session. After 7 
days, one of the Senior Leaders or Lindley will need to make changes for you.  

What if I have multiple sections or CRNs?  

Please be VERY careful when selecting the days/time for the course when you start a session. The days/time 
will determine in which CRN the student’s attendance is placed.  

SI Attendance & Data Collection FAQs 
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SI Observation Record for Supervisors 

 
Date: _______       Attendance: ________           Start Time: _______________                    Stop Time: ________ 
Observer: _________________________      SI Leader: ________________             Course: ___________ 
   

Session Overview: √ If Present 

______ SI Leader is prepared to begin on time 
______ Session plan uploaded prior to session 
______ Leads with a welcome/intro 
______ All participants sign in 
 

______ SI Leader attempts to learn/use names 
______ Encourages future attendance 
______ SI Leader includes a closing 
______ SI Leader starts & stops on time 

 

Scoring Guide 
0 – Not present or not evident. 
1 – SI Leader demonstrated little skill or is inappropriate. 
2 – SI Leader demonstrated satisfactorily, improvements 
needed. 

3 – SI Leader is consistently good  
4 – SI Leader performance is excellent, no improvements 
necessary. 

 

Communication 
 

SI Leader uses a warm, positive verbal tone.            
Non-verbal communication is welcoming.                
SI Leader is approachable.                               
SI praises effort of student participants.     
SI models excitement.           

0 1 2 3 4 

     

     

     

     

     
AVERAGE  

NOTES:  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Questioning 
 

Wait time 1 is used well.  
Wait time 2 is used well. 
SI Leader redirects questions.                                     
SI Leader checks for understanding.                         

0 1 2 3 4 

     

     

     

     
AVERAGE  

NOTES:  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Session Plan 
 
All materials are purposeful and prepared on time. 
Session includes multiple study skills or tools. 
Session includes multiple collaboration activities. 
SI Leader encourages participation of all attendees. 
Objectives are aligned with course content. 
Student to student interaction.  

0 1 2 3 4 

     

     

     

     

     

     
AVERAGE  

NOTES:  _________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
           Overall Average: ______ 
 

 
Areas of Improvement: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Mastered: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Use this section to map out the session. Agenda: 

Study Skills: 
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: the act or process of making or carrying out plans; 

specifically 

 : the establishment of goals, policies, and procedures 

for a social or economic unit *city planning *business 

planning 

( Meriam-Webster Online Dictionary) 

PLANNING 

Session Planning 

You will need to create a session plan for every session you hold (3-4 session plans per week). The session tem-

plate is found under the Resources tab on the SI Rocks TRACS page. There are two versions: a pdf and a Word 

document. You may use whichever version you prefer. For each session, you will need to create a warm-up, two 

objectives, and one closing activity. It is best if you make your sessions creative and challenging! Every part of 

the session plan needs to be filled out thoroughly. If you have any questions concerning your session plans, 

please feel free to ask your Team Lead, your Senior, or another SI! You can find an example of a completed ses-

sion plan on page 20.  
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Supplemental Instruction Session Plan 

SI Leader: ______________ Course/Section: ____________ 
Session Date: ___________       Session Time: __________ 

Warm-Up 
Time: Process: 

Time Objective Study Skill(s) 
Learning 

Style 
Process 

SWBAT: □ Analyzing Notes
□ Annotating Text
□ Graphic Org.
□ Technology
□ Summarize
□ Finding Resources
□ Other: 

_______________
□ BLOOMS: 

_______________ 

□ Visual
□ Auditory
□ Reading/

Writing
□ Kinesthetic

SWBAT: □ Analyzing Notes
□ Annotating Text
□ Graphic Org.
□ Technology
□ Summarize
□ Finding Resources
□ BLOOMS:

_______________

□ Visual
□ Auditory
□ Reading/

Writing
□ Kinesthetic

Closing 
Time: Process: 

Notes to Reviewer: 

Activities & Strategies: 

□ Group Discussion

□ Cluster

□ Jigsaw

□ TTP (Turn to Partner)

□ TPS (Think/Pair/Share)

□ Incomplete outline

□ Models or manipulatives

□ Timeline

□ Poster work

□ Group survey

□ Room arrangement

□ Handouts

□ Online activity

□ PPP, Prezi, or Glog

□ Two-minute essay

□ Application

□ Real life examples

□ Scenarios

□ Debate

□ Other: ____________
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What would YOU do in these situations? 

 

Break into groups of six or seven. Assign each person in the group one of the situations presented 

below and ask them to lead the group in a discussion about how they would handle it. You may 

want to view the “Do’s and Don’ts” on the next page for tips. 

 

 

1. The professor asks you to do something the SI supervisor has asked you not 

to do (example: lecture for him or her during a time he or she will be absent). 

2. The professor offers to show you some of the test items from an upcoming 

exam. 

3. The professor asks you not to pass out old exams in SI. A student brings one 

to the SI session. 

4. The professor asks you to help distribute handouts in class. 

5. The professor asks if they can visit one of your SI sessions. 

6. The professor wants to know which students have been attending sessions. 

7. The professor asks for feedback about content related difficulties the students 

are experiencing. 
  

Do 

 Treat the instructor as your ally, never your adversary. 
 Meet with the professor during his or her office hours to clear up any uncertainties you may have re-

garding material discussed in the SI or in the lectures. 
 Provide the instructor with feedback about how the sessions are going. Although it is not recommend-

ed that professors attend SI sessions, most SI programs will not self-destruct if the professor elects to 
visit one or two sessions 

 Show the professor the handouts you plan to share with the students in SI. He or she can help make 
your handouts more appropriate to the course material. 

 Ask the professor for permission to make announcements to the class. Even though your professor 
agreed in advance to allow you time to survey the class and to make necessary announcements, it is 
always good policy to request permission before doing so. 

 Be helpful to the professor whenever possible. You do not have to assume the role of being the 
professor’s assistant but offer to assist the professor in tasks such as passing out materials or other sim-
ilar kinds of activities. 

 

Don't 

 Criticize the professor during an SI session. Students will report this to the professor and it is not help-
ful. Students are responsible for their academic performance, regardless of the professor's style. 

 Grade papers or tests or be involved in constructing test items. 
 Set yourself up as a teacher. Your purpose is to facilitate the learning of the material, not to do or eval-

uate the teaching. 
 Hesitate to refer the professor to the SI supervisor if he or she requests anything about which you are 

uncertain or with which you are uncomfortable. 
 Answer questions the professor poses to the class or involve yourself in class discussions unless the 

professor directly invites you to do so.   
 
 

*Adapted from the UMKC SI Manual  
  

The SI Leader and The Professor 
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What would YOU do in these situations? 

Break into groups of six or seven. Assign each person in the group one of the situations presented below 

and ask them to lead the group in a discussion about how they would handle it. You may want to view the 

“Do’s and Don’ts” on the next page for tips. 

 

1. A student asks you for a copy of your lecture notes because "his or her mom 
is in the hospital." 

2. A student asks you for the handout you have prepared for session but says he 
or she can't stay for the actual SI session. 

3. A student repeatedly arrives late for the SI sessions. 
4. The handout you have created is on the reading that was required for the last 

class session. No one in the group has done the reading. 
5. A student tells you: "I got a 90 on my last test, and I don't need to come to SI 

anymore." 
6. A student confides personal problems. (This could range from anything to 

registration difficulties to marital abuse.) 
7. A student is attempting to go beyond the actual content of the course as pre-

sented in class or assigned reading materials. 
 

Do 

 Say “yes” to students’ requests whenever it is reasonably possible to do so. 
 Remember that the goal of SI is more than simply helping students score well on exams. Many things 

can contribute to attrition. 
 Recognize the limits of your job description and training. You are a recognized expert on the course, 

but that’s as far as you have to go. Listen patiently to all other problems and refer the student to those 
persons who are recognized experts with the problem the student  describes. 

 Attempt to treat all students as you would treat a friend. 
 Provide straightforward, truthful responses. 
 

Don't 

 Allow yourself to be draw into an argument with students. Even if they are clearly wrong, asking for it, 
or start it first. 

 Demand that students have to defend themselves to you. For instance, if they miss a session, act con-
cerned but don’t demand an explanation. 

 Say anything that would make you sound like a parent, teacher, police officer, judge, or authority of any 
kind. 

 Feel obligated to fix problems that students create and can solve for themselves. Just remember to be 
diplomatic when you must decline the invitation to get involved. 

 

 

 
 

*Adapted from the UMKC SI Manual 
 
 
 

 

 

The SI Leader and The Student 

The relationship SI leaders have with their fellow 
students is critical to the success of SI. Above all, 
students should always feel welcomed, accepted, 

and believed by the SI leader. If a student is 
repeatedly disruptive, the SI supervisor should be 

consulted to help deal with the problem student. SI 
leaders are more effective when they are not 

perceived as authority figures.  
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The SI Leader and Supervisors 

My supervisors can assist me with students when…. 

 

 

 

My supervisors can assist me with the professor when…. 

 

 

 

The difference between the Graduate Assistant, my Senior Leader, and my Team Leader 

is….. 

 

 

 

I would like to be able to expect my supervisors to…… 

 

 

 

 

My supervisors will expect me to…... 
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Break into groups of two. Discuss with your partner your recommendations on where to refer stu-

dents who reported the following difficulties: 

 

1. “Some one broke into my car and took my CDs.” 
2. “English is my second language and I’m having difficulties following the lectures.” 
3. “One of my professors keeps coming on to me.” 
4. “I would like to get involved in some campus organizations.” 
5. “My father recently passed away.” 
6. “I have a learning disability.” 
7. “I would like to find out if there are other students here who are also from my country.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

*Adapted from the UMKC SI Manual 

 

Referring Students 
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Now that you have observed a practice session, take time to reflect on what went well during the ses-

sion. Did you notice anything that you did not originally think about? Was there a technique that 

seemed to be particularly effective?  How will you model your sessions after viewing a practice session? 

 

Practice Session 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practice Session 2 

Mock Session Reflection 
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PART FOUR 

POLICIES & PROCEDURES 
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This section will introduce you to the policies and procedures that you are 
expected to follow during your time as an SI Leader. If you have any 
questions or need clarification regarding any of the following policies or 
procedures, please do not hesitate to ask. The SI Leadership team has 
implemented the following in order to maintain structure and accounta-
bility as well as uphold the reputation of our program.  
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We will be using Remind to keep in contact with 

each other this year. To sign up you, will use the 

table below to send a text message from your 

phone. Once you sign up you may download the 

app and receive push or email notifications in-

stead of text messages. Please choose the method 

that you are most likely look at look at as soon as 

a message is sent as some of our messages may 

require immediate feedback. You may also use 

the screen shot on the left as examples of way to 

sign up, just remember to plug in the correct 

course’s information. 

 

 

 

 

After you have signed up, we will make you a co-owner 

of the class. This will allow you to send messages to 

small groups of people instead the group as a whole. 

Please remember that all messages will be viewable 

online by everyone, and keep conversations appropriate  

and professional. You may also set up a class of your 

own and ask students in your class section to join. This 

will allow you to message them in the case of any ses-

sion changes or to just to send a friendly reminder about 

your session. 

 

Thank you for your participation in our conversation tool! Please feel free to give us any feedback on 

this app.  

Course Number Message 

Accounting 81010 @txstaccsi 

 Biology 81010  @txstbiosi 

Chemistry 81010 @slacchemsi 

Computer 
Science 81010  @txstcssi 

History & 
Philosophy 81010  @txsthistsi 

Math 81010  @txstmathsi 

Introducing Remind 
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First Day Speech 

Feel free to use whatever presentation pro-
gram you like. We chose Prezi because it 
had pre-made templates, and there is no 
need to take a thumb drive or login to any 
personal accounts. Prezi does require a 
working internet signal. Weigh your pros 
and cons, and pick your program! 

The first slide of your first-day speech 
should be an introduction of yourself. 
Your students are more likely to attend 
your sessions if you can identify with 
you in some way, so tell them your ma-
jor, hobbies, student organizations 
you’re in, and maybe even your favorite 
spot on campus to study! (SLAC!) 

Your first day speech can be nerve-wracking but also very exciting! We will email you a Prezi to show your 
class on the first day. It will include basic information about SI and filling out the Beginning-of-Term 
(BOT) Survey. There is a section for you to personalize. Have fun with it! Include a picture of yourself and 
a few fun facts. You will also need to include the link to the survey. This will also be emailed to you before 
the first class day. The link is provided to you in case students do not receive the email that includes the 
link to the survey. (This is possible if a student made a recent schedule change.) The link to your survey is 
unique to each SI, so please do not ask another SI for his/her link! As always, keep everything work and 
school appropriate.  
 
Below are the screenshots of the Prezi to use as a guide when you create your first day speech.   
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Scheduling Sessions & Office Hours 
 

 

 

 

Next describe SI. Be positive. Tell 
them everything you will do in ses-
sions and all the fun that they will 
have. Include some stats: “data has 
shown that students attending SI regu-
larly times can make half to a whole 
letter grade higher than those that do 
not.”  

Time for surveys! Ask everyone to 
take out their electronic devices to 
complete the survey that was emailed 
to them. Provide screen shots that 
show them what the survey looks like 
in their email, where to click, and 
what pops up after they click the link. 
Fell free to walk around to help stu-
dents—and pressure more to partici-
pate. Sometimes students do not real-
ize they will need our help.  

You will be emailed a back up link for any 
student who cannot find the email (even in 
their junk mail) or who registered for the 
class late. Feel free to display the link, but it 
may be quicker to email or text the link, as 
they can be long. 

End with a Thank you! Let them know 
you are excited to be an SI and you look 
forward to getting to know them. 
 
Smile!  
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Scheduling Sessions & Office hours 

After surviving your First Day Speech, it is time to schedule your office hours and sessions! You will need to wait 24 
hours after delivering the BOT Survey to do so. After the 24 hours has passed, you will work with  Lindley or An-
nette's in their office to build your schedule. Please alot at least 30-45 minutes to complete this process. SIs are 
scheduled on a first-come, first-served basis, so there may be a wait. When you arrive, be realistic with your expecta-

tions concerning the time of your sessions. Sessions are scheduled based on your availability, but more importantly,  
on your student’s availability. Lindley and Annette try extremely hard to find times that work for both your schedule 
and your students’. They will look at the most popular hours for students and work with your schedule to create 
session times available to the greatest number of students. In addition, only three SIs can be in ALK 403 at one time. 
Office hours will also be filled on a first-come, first-serve basis. Once your sessions and office hours are set, these 
times will apply for the remainder of the semester.  

 

Attending Lecture 

You are expected to attend every lecture for your SI class and behave as a model student while there. This means 
cell phones should be in your backpack on silent, and you should be paying attention. Although you have already 
taken the class, it is helpful to take notes as your SI professor may explain the material differently. If there is time for 
discussion in class, you should be talking with students and asking if they need help or clarification. If students ask 
you questions during class, feel free to answer, but under no circumstances should you be disruptive to the profes-
sor. If you need to use the restroom, please do so, but do not be disruptive. You should adhere to any policies your 
faculty sets forth in the syllabus. 
 

Office Hours—ALK 403 

1. There are no more than three SIs allowed in ALK 403 at one time for any reason. The office is a place for SIs to 
create session plans and help students. Having more than three SIs in the office is distracting, both to SIs, their stu-

dents, and tutors in SLAC Lab. If you are caught lurking in 403 multiple times, this is grounds for receiving a strike 
(see page 46 for information on the Strike System).  

2. 403 is a space that is used for work. Keep all conversations and activities in 403 work-appropriate. Not only do 
your actions in 403 impact your co-workers, they also affect the people in SLAC Lab, both tutors and students. 
Please be courteous to your fellow Bobcats and SLACers.  

a. If you ever feel uncomfortable with any conversation taking place in 403, you have every right to ask your 
fellow SIs to cease the conversation. If the problem is persistent, speak with a member of  SI Leadership. 

3. You are expected to be on time to OH and remain in the office for the entire 50 minutes. Arriving too early to 
office hours and staying after your office hours have ended may be counted as lurking. 

 

Your Role as an SI 

 As an SI, your job is to reinforce information and supplement instruction given in class. You should not be attempt-
ing to directly teach students. That’s the job of the professor. During session, your activities should promote group 

work and collaboration. If your professor asks you to fill-in and teach a class, you may not do so. If you are uncom-
fortable telling your professor no, you are able to ask Lindley or Annette to speak with your professor and explain 
your role as an SI and why you are not allowed to directly teach. 

Professors may want you to stay during exam days. This is fine as long as you are not proctoring the exam. It is okay 
to help pass out and collect exams, but answering questions during the exam or walking around the classroom to 

discourage cheating is not permitted. These policies are in place to maintain your role as the student's peer and to 
discourage the view that you are an IA or grader. 
 

SIbs Week 
SIbs week is an opportunity for SIs, Team Leads, and Seniors to come together and connect outside of work. There 
will be a designated SIbs week each month. SIs may pick a time period on specified days that work best with their 
schedule. This time is meant to discuss topics that pertain to being an SI in a less formal setting. These meetings are 
an important component of SI development and allow SIs to share ideas and discuss problems that can arise when 
working with students. SIbs meetings are held in Jones Dining Hall. Dates for Sibs are included in the SI Calendar. 
 

Additional Policies & Procedures 
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Canceling Sessions & Finding Coverage 

SIs are able to find coverage for sessions if they are sick or have a prior engagement that is approved by one of the 
members of the SI Leadership Team.  

To find coverage, do the following:. 

1. Ask one of the Seniors or the GA if the reason for finding coverage is acceptable. Someone will confirm or deny 
your request. 

2. If you are not permitted to find coverage, hold your session as normal. If you are able to find coverage, send a 
Remind message to everyone in your discipline.** At the end of your message, please include "This message was 
approved by (insert name of Senior/GA)".  

3. Once a fellow SI has responded, please follow-up with your Senior and let him/her know who is covering your 
session. Send an email to your students and professor updating them on the session coverage. 

4. Create a session plan and upload it to your Drop Box as normal. Send a copy to the SI that is covering your ses-
sion, and include any worksheets or other materials that the SI will need to conduct the session.  

5. Have the sub-SI use a paper sign-in sheet* for the session. Within four days of the covered session, obtain the 
sign-in sheet from your sub, and enter the student ID numbers into the attendance system. Afterward,  please 
bring it to Lindley's office it and place it in the black shelves above the Senior's computer.  

*You must use an actual sign- in sheet that can be found in your folder/Lindley’s office. If student names/IDsnumbers are on notebook paper, it is 
your responsibility to re-copy the names/ID numbers onto the appropriate sign-in sheet and shred the original.   

**If no one responds to your remind message, please let your senior know and he/she will guide you through what to do next.  

 

Try to avoid cancelling sessions as much as possible. Everyone’s first priority is always finding coverage. If we can-
not find an SI to sub, the session may have to be cancelled. If your session is cancelled, you should notify your stu-
dents and professor as soon as possible. It may be possible to schedule an additional session at a later time. This de-
cision is at the description of SI Leadership.  
 

As with sessions, you will need to ask your Senior if you are able to cancel an office hour. Finding coverage for of-
fice hours is not necessary. If you cancel your office hour, you may be asked to reschedule it for a later date. If you 
are asked to reschedule, your Senior will give you different days/times to choose from. You will need to let your stu-
dents know about this change in your schedule.  

 

Double Sessions 

Double sessions are review sessions held prior to exams. They are meant to help students by providing extra time to 
practice and review material. SIs are not required to hold doubles, but many choose to do so. All SI principles still 

apply to double sessions. You are required to create a session plan, use group activities, and promote collaboration.  
  

Doubles must be held at least two days prior to the exam. This prevents cramming and promotes good study habits. 
You must request a double at least 6 business days prior to the exam. To schedule a double:   

1. Contact one of the Seniors by emailing slacsi@txstate.edu. In the subject line, note the class you SI for and dou-
ble. EX. Chemistry 2342 Double. 

2. Pick the day and time you want to host your double.  
 

Once you have emailed the Seniors, they will identify a room for your double. The room request is done through the 
Registrar’s office, so it may take a few days to learn your room assignment. When a room is found, Seniors will email 
you to confirm your double. The confirmation will include the date, time, and location of your double. This infor-
mation will be placed in the Google Calendar of the SI Session Schedules page for students to access. Since you will 
be adding two hours to your work week, you will cancel the first two hours of work after the exam. This cancellation 
will also be noted on the Google Calendar. For example, if I have a double on Monday, and my student’s exam is on 
Thursday, but I also have office hours on Friday and a session on Sunday, I would cancel my Friday office hours and 
Sunday session following the exam.  

 

Peer Observations 

Peer observations must be completed by new SIs in the first semester of work. New SIs should observe a returning 
SI from the same discipline. To pick a session to attend, simply choose an SI from your discipline and find a session 
that fits with your schedule. On the day of the session, attend the session and sit in a seat that will not interfere with 
the SI’s activities. Before entering the session, review the peer obs form so you are prepared and know what to focus 
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on during the session. Once the session is over, discuss what you observed with the returning SI. The Peer Observa-
tion form should be signed by the SI observed and turned in to your Senior.  

 

If your Leadership Team feels certain areas of your session (i.e. collaboration, redirection, wait time, etc.) needs im-
provement, members of the SI Leadership Team may recommend a returning SI for you to observe. In this situa-
tion, it is to your advantage to pay close attention to the returning SI and how he/she practices the skills that you 
need to strengthen. It will benefit you to talk with the returning SI about those methods and how that skill was prac-
ticed or honed.  
 

The due date for the Peer Obs is included in your SI Calendar. Be sure to fill out the Peer Observation form and not 
the Observation Sheet used by the SI Leadership Team. If the wrong form is used, the correct one will need to be 
filled out and turned in to your Senior.  
 

Supervisor Observations 

Observations are completed by the SI Leadership Team. The observer looks for an SIs ability to implement the basic 
elements of an SI session and how effectively an SI uses the tools taught during training. Observations can be nerve- 
wracking, but they are also a time to shine. It is easy to get nervous when you see an observer. Remember, everyone 
has been observed, even your Seniors! During an observation, the observer will sit in a spot that does not interfere 
with your session. Pretend you are not being observed, and conduct the session as normally as possible. The observ-

er will take notes throughout the session to refer back to them afterward. Once the session is over, the observer will 
discuss what he/she noticed throughout the session. You can see a copy of the observation sheet on page 29.  
 

During observations, the observer looks for the skills and tasks on the Supervisor Obs sheet. Each observer rates SIs 
differently; however they all look for the same qualities. Each SI is observed six times per semester. Observations 
can be intimidating, but they are not meant to cause excessive anxiety during session! 

 

The Doghouse 
Every Friday, each Senior evaluates all session plans and checks that each SI has signed into office hours on time. If 
everything is done according to standard, you will not be placed in the doghouse. If your Senior feels that session 
plans are lacking or there is a problem with OH sign in, you will be placed in the doghouse. You will receive an email 
that resembles the one on page 46. Once you receive the email, you are expected to respond by  the following Mon-
day. The date and reason for your appearance in the doghouse will be noted in your section of The Big Book. If you 
fail to respond to the doghouse email, the lack of response will also be noted there. 
 

Along with session plans and office hours, additional reasons for being placed in the doghouse include, but are not 
limited to, failure to respond to OT/DST minutes or complete Communication Log entries, not completing Mid-
Term Self-Evaluation, or failure to respond to emails.  
 

If you feel being placed in the doghouse was a mistake or do not understand the reason, you are welcome to ask your 
Senior for an explanation. If a mistake has been made, your Senior will correct the mistake and your name will not be 
placed in The Big Book.  **Each Senior Leader has a Big Book for his/her discipline used to keep track of  an SIs completion of 

weekly responsibilities. The is used to evaluate each SI at the end of a semester to determine eligibility to return the subsequent semester. 
 

Being placed in the doghouse is not the end of the world. However, no SI should become a repeat offender. 
The number of times an SI is placed in the doghouse is a consideration factor when rehiring SIs. 
 

The first week of the semester, Seniors send everyone a "Friendly Doghouse" email. This email can be considered a 
test-run for the doghouse. Seniors will read through all session plans and check all office hours thoroughly. He/she is 
going to be extremely critical this first week. If you are placed in the doghouse during this first week, it will not count 
against you for the semester.  
 

Reasons to be placed in the doghouse are as follows: 

1. Skimpy Plans: Your session plan is expected to filled out fully and thoughtfully. If a plan is missing a section or 
one of the activities is not fully developed, you will be placed in the doghouse. This includes only creating one 
objective. Every session should contain two fully thought out and well refined objectives. 

2. Late Plans: Session plans are to be uploaded before the start of your session. This means the session should be 
in your Drop Box a minimum of ten minutes before your session starts. 
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3. Missing Plans: There should be one session plan in the Drop Box for every session you hold each week.  

4. Incorrect Naming: All sessions should be named as follows: LastName.FirstName.ClassDay.Time. EX. 
Cat.Grumpy.Math2472.R.12 If you deviate from this system of naming, your Senior may choose to place you in 
the doghouse.  

5. Missing Office Hours: You are expected to sign-in to both of your office hours every week. If you are missing 
one or both of your office hours, you will be placed in the doghouse.  

6. Early/Late Office Hours: You are granted a 5 minute grace period to sign into office hours. You can sign-in no 
earlier than five minutes before and no later than five minutes after your office hour begins. EX. If your office 
hour starts at 10:00 am, you are able to sign-in between 9:55am-10:05am. 

7. Not completing Communication Log entries by specified dates. 

8. Failing to respond to OT/DST minutes by 12:00pm the Friday of each OT/DST.  

9. The SI Leadership Team reserves the right to place an SI in the doghouse for reasons deemed appropriate but 
not specified above. 

 

Example Doghouse Email 
 

 
 

 

Strike System 

The strike system is a form of disciplinary action created by the SI Leadership Team. Receiving a strike is serious and 
should not be taken lightly. An individual will not be asked to return as an SI if he/she receives three strikes 
over the entirety of his/her career as an SI. However, do not fear! Strikes are only given when an SI violates a 

major aspect of the position, i.e. skipping your SI class, skipping a session, skipping office hours, etc. The Leadership 
Staff reserves the right to issue strikes on a case-by-case basis. If you acquire a strike, you will be notified by a Coor-
dinator.  
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PART FIVE 

ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES 
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Completing Training Modules 

Training modules are to be completed before pre-semester training. It is expected that each SI will thoroughly and 
thoughtfully complete the modules. They contain important information concerning your responsibilities as an SI.  
You will need to score a 100% on the quiz at the end of each module. After completing the modules, take a picture 
of your score and submit the screenshot in the 'Assignments' tab in TRACS. 

 

Completing TRACS Assignments 

Throughout the semester, different tasks will need to be submitted under the 'Assignments' tab in TRACS. You will 
need to complete three submissions before the start of the semester. The first will be the module screenshots, as 
mentioned in the previous section. Each SI will need to submit a work-appropriate picture to be placed on the SLAC 
website. This picture needs to be good quality and clearly show your face. You must also check the Roster and Con-

tact Sheet posted on TRACS, check your information, and verify that it is correct. Any errors or concerns about 
schedule should be communicated immediately. Failure to complete assignments can result in a strike.  
 

Attending Training 

Initial SI Training: (Fall & Spring Semester) Before an SI can begin holding sessions and attending lecture, he/she 
must complete the initial SI training. This training introduces SIs to the concepts and skills needed to succeed as an 

SI. The two-day training will be intense, but it is extremely important. All new SIs must attend this training. Failure to 
attend this training will jeopardize your position as an SI.  
 

On-Going Training (OT): OT is a time for all SIs to come together and refine a skill or learn a new skill. OT is con-
ducted by the Graduate Assistant with help from the Seniors. OT is held on Friday afternoons on dates specified on 
the SI Calendar. Every SI is expected to attend OT unless there is a class or lab conflict.  
 

Discipline Specific Training (DST): DST is organized and run by the Senior. This is a time for SIs to share ideas and 
methods to excel as an SI. Skill sets are refined through discussion and practice. DST is held immediately following 
OT. All SIs are expected to attend unless there is a class or lab conflict.  

 

Student Academic Support Programs (SASP) Conference: (Fall Semester) This is a day-long conference for SIs to 
attend workshops and lectures specific to helping students excel. Each SI is expected to attend this conference. 

SASP is held one Saturday in the early fall. The date is specified on the SI Calendar.  
 

Special Topic Training: (Spring Semester) This training focuses on a specific topic that will be revealed at the begin-
ning of the spring semester. The topic will further SI's knowledge of a certain area that will benefit students. In the 
past, topics have included issues such as active-shooter training and Title IX Training.  This training will be held on a 
Friday that does not conflict with OT/DST. Each SI is expected to attend unless there is a class or lab conflict.  
 

Submitting Session Plans 

You must create a session plan for every session you hold. The session plan 
needs to be thoroughly completed and filled out. You must name your session 

plan according to your senior's standards and upload it to your Drop Box be-
fore the start of your session. Failure to do so can result in being placed in the 
doghouse.  

 

Signing In To Office Hours (OH) 

Every SI must sign-in to OH using the Google Form located in TRACS. The 
5 minute rule for signing into OH was explained earlier (page 43). Make a 
habit of signing into office  hours as soon as your OH begin. If you have stu-
dents waiting for you, sign in first. It is extremely easy to get caught up in 
helping students and forget to sign-in. If students visit you in office hours, sign 
into your office hours on the clipboard in the office, and mark the number of 
students that attended office hours.  

Administrative Duties 
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Tracking Session Attendance 

At the start of every session, log-in 
and create a session in the attendance 
system (bookmarked in TRACS). Pay 
close attention to select the correct 
date, class, and test number. After the 
session is created, have each student 
enter his/her ID number. When you 
finish the session, close out by hitting 
the X in the top right corner of your 
browser. 
 

*You will not enter working time for sessions! Creating a session in the attendance system automatically adds an hour 
to your time. This makes it extremely important that you create a session even if no one attends. If you fail to create 
a session, you will not be paid for that time.  

 

Tracking Time Worked 

You will submit time through the same website where attendance is recorded. Time is due on the 1st and 15th of 
each month. It is your responsibility to track your hours, enter it correctly, and by deadlines. You will never enter 
time for SI on SAP.  To enter time: 

1. Select ‘Time Entry’ from the menu on the left side of the screen. 
2. Select the correct Time Entry Type to be entered (ex: office hours, lecture, professor meeting, etc.) 
3. Select the correct date, time, and duration/End Time. 
4. Click ‘Add Time Entry.’ 

 

It is important that you track your time and enter it correctly. You are responsible for entering all hours of lecture, 
office hours, trainings, and meetings with faculty. It is no longer feasible for Program Coordinators to analyze your 
time to make sure it is correct. Instead, they are trusting you to do it right the first time. Before each payroll deadline, 

we encourage you to verify all entries by filtering your time. To do this, you will need to select either XX/01-XX/16 
or XX/16-XX/01. For example, if filtering time for October 16-31, you would enter 10/16-11/01.  This tells the 
reporting feature to capture time entered on the 15th or last day of each month. You can then see what entries have 
been made. 
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Creating & Distributing Flyers 
Below is an example of a SI flyer. You are able to be as creative as you would like with your flyer. The sky is the limit! 
 
You should always include the following information in your flyer: 
1. Your name and email address 
2. The professor's name 
3. Class name and section number 
4. Session days, times, and room numbers 
5. Office hour day/time and room number (always ALK 403) 
6. The statement, "SI is brought to you by SLAC and the Department of Biology/Chemistry/History/Math." 
 
If there is more than one SI assigned to your professor, please feel free to include his/her session times and office hours 
on your flyer. You may choose to take turns creating the flyer for the class, or you can make it a team effort. 
 
When choosing the picture/meme to include on 
your flyer, please stay away from overly controver-
sial or inappropriate pictures, and try to emphasize 
the positive outcomes of sessions as opposed to 
attendance as a result of struggle. Remember that 
all types of students attend sessions. If you have 
any questions about your flyers, ask Annette, Lind-
ley, or any of the Seniors.  
 
Once you have completed your flyer, you will email 
it to slacsi@txstate.edu as a Word document., and 
we will have it printed for you. When your flyers 
are ready to be picked up, you will receive an email. 
To pick up your flyers, please go to Lindley's office 
(ALK 415). You will need to leave a copy of your 
flyer on the black shelves (all the way to the right in 
Lindley's office, under the cabinets) and sign your 
name and the date you picked up the flyer on the 
white board. It is important that you create your 
flyers and pick them up in a timely manner so you 
can start holding your sessions.  
 
You will be required to create and distribute a 
printed flyer by the end of the second week of clas-
ses. A second flyer should be distributed electroni-
cally (email or TRACS) at midterm. Distribution 
deadlines are set forth in your SI Calendar. 
  

Other Methods of Marketing SI 
 Create a brief slide show and play it at the beginning of each lecture with session schedule info, a stat, or fun fact 

 Distribute a session handout after it has been used in session as an example of tangible takeaways from session 

 Email students each week with session reminders session, helpful study hints study, or session topics for the week 

 Establish a rapport with any TA / IA / Lab Instructor so that he/she is more likely to encourage students to attend 

 Meet frequently with faculty to discuss areas to focus on or test / quiz items that students missed frequently 

 Make use of the sessions immediately following exams that emphasize study skills and exam review 

 Create an appropriate and useful social media presence for your students through Remind, Instagram, or Twitter 

 Remember to use @txstSLAC for posts 

Flyers & Marketing 
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Working as an SI Leader can open many doors both professionally and academically. In order for our SIs to make the 
most of their time with SLAC, it is essential to know the do's and do not's of professional communication. Please take 
some time to review the emails below and contemplate the differences (if any) along with why and how these discrepan-
cies impact the content of the email.  
 

 

 

 
 

Hopefully the subtle yet important differences between these two emails is apparent. When you are writing an email to 
any professor or faculty member, please remember to include a few simple, yet critical items in your email: 
1. Subject Line 
2. Address your professor, but do not start the email informally (hey, hi, what's up, etc.) 
3. Include your name and role, especially if it is the first time you are contacting the professor 
4. Assume that they are a Ph.D and wish to be called “Dr” or “Professor” until they say otherwise 
5. Do not use contractions in professional emails 
6. Always end the email in a polite manner (thank you for your time, have a good day, etc.) 
7. Include both first and last name when closing, especially if it is the first time you are emailing the professor. 
 

Most importantly, when in doubt about how an email will be interpreted or received, 
talk to the faculty person face to face! 

Communication in the Workplace 
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Communication Log 

 

 

 

 

 
1. First Day Speech (introducing yourself and SI to students) 
2. Meeting individually with your professor 
3. Emailing your students (maximum of two emails per week) 
4. In-Class announcements (session reminders, double sessions, etc.) 
5. Social Media (maximum of two posts per week) 
6. Hiring Speech (completed around midterm and tells students that SLAC is hiring!) 
 

During initial SI training, you will be given a schedule of due dates for Comm Log entries. If your entries are not 
completed by the specified dates, you will be placed in the doghouse. 
 

At the end of the semester, the SI with the most effective communication will receive a gift card to the location 
of his/her choice! To enter a communication into the Comm Log, take a minute to fill out the Google Form lo-
cated in TRACS. This form must be completed within one week of completing the communication. 
 

Other Comm Log Tips 
♦ Don’t overly inundate students or faculty with email.  
♦ Try to gather all info to share before “sending” to avoid excessive email or notifications. 
♦ Put a reminder on your calendar to use one OH per week to think about Comms / marketing 

The Communication Log (Comm Log) is a way to ensure that SIs communicate with both professors and stu-
dents. Each SI must complete a minimum of nine Comm Log entries each semester. The following communica-
tions must be entered into the  Comm Log: 
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Due to the growth of the SI Program at Texas State, the following programmatic guidelines must be 
acknowledged and respected by all those involved with SLAC programs. Responsibilities as an SI are as 
follows: 

 

1. To introduce yourself to the faculty member(s) you will be the SI leader for,prior the start of the 
semester, either by email or in person.  

2. To attend all class lectures, SI sessions, office hours, and training meetings. 

3. To remain in your scheduled sessions at least half the listed time (50 minute session requires 25 
minutes of wait time before you may leave a session unattended by students).  

4. To attend your assigned office hours each week preparing for sessions and otherwise adhering to 
rules of decorum for the SI Leader Office (403).  

5. To meet with your Instructor on an individual basis, such as in their office hours, a minimum of 
once every two weeks to invite feedback or discuss any issues, questions, concerns, or class policy. 

6. To be a visible and active member of the classroom, consistently and aggressively making efforts to 
encourage session attendance by providing handouts at least once per month, speaking in front of 
the classroom frequently, and talking individually with students every class day.   

7. To submit any appropriate paperwork (observation sheets, sign-in sheets, session plans, faculty 
grades for assessment, End-of-Term surveys, or other evaluations) in a timely fashion, i.e. by the 
deadline set during any scheduled training meetings and calendars. End-of-Semester paperwork 
must be submitted no later than 5 PM of the last class day unless other arrangements are made with 
Lindley or Annette.  

8. To complete any peer observation mandated each semester. New SI Leaders must complete one 
observation his/her first semester in accordance with guidelines set forth on the forms. Returning 
SIs may be required to complete additional observations based on feedback from SI Leadership.  

9. To notify appropriate SLAC Staff and faculty member in the event that you should be unable to 
attend class / session, should you “swap” sessions with another SI, or should you move a session’s 
location.  

10. To behave in an appropriate and professional manner while representing the Student Learning As-
sistance Center and as a model student while attending the assigned class (i.e., behaving in accord-
ance with basic rules of classroom decorum; not using cell phones, studying materials unrelated to 
class, speaking with others during lecture, passing notes, etc.). At no time should an SI behave or 
act in such a way as to cause discredit or embarrassment to SLAC or Texas State (i.e., being under 
the influence of drugs or alcohol, disparaging any member of Texas State faculty or staff, fraterniz-
ing with instructors, the students with whom you work, or your fellow SIs, etc.).  

11. To make contact with SLAC Staff at least once per week in some manner—e-mail, phone call, in 
person, etc.   

12. To accept and adhere to the SI leader Performance Guidelines including completion of any and all 
appropriate work made necessary by lecture attendance, SI session, office hours, and team meet-
ings. 

Supplemental Instruction Performance Guidelines 
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I have read and understand the guidelines listed on the previous page and agree to fulfill my duties. 
I know that failure to do so will be noted by my supervisor and that my position as an SI might not 
be renewed the following semester, or I may be terminated immediately from the SI program.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________                                    ______________________________                         
 
SI Signature                                                                             SI Name (Please Print)  
 
  
 
  
 
_______________________________                                  _______________________________ 
 
Signature of Supervisor                                                            Date                                                                        

 

 

 

Thank you! You have completed an intense and grueling few days. The next few weeks are going to be an excit-

ing time for you. Embrace it! If you have any questions along the way, please ask. The entire SLAC Team is excit-

ed for you to begin your journey as an SI. We know that you will excel and help your students tremendously. Re-

member to keep this guide with you during your career as an SI. It contains tips and tricks for all facets of the 

position. Congratulations!  

Supplemental Instruction Performance Guidelines 

Agreement to Terms of Position 
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pening the SI Session

1. How will you arrange the room?

2. Where will you sit?

3. How will you introduce yourself to the group?

4. How will you introduce SI to the group?

5. How will you introduce the group members to each other?

6. What will you do if students come to the first SI session and seem upset when
you explain that you will not "tutor" them.

7. How will you explain why participants need to sign in each time they attend?

8. If a student comes in halfway through the SI session, will you still ask the
student to sign in?

9. What  will you do if you only have one student show up for a session?

10. What  will you do if no one shows up for a session?

Discuss the following issues:

Group
Discussion

! !
!

!!!

!
!
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 onducting the Session

What would YOU do in these
situations?

1. When one person dominates the conversation of the group.

2. When students are having side conversations.

3. When all of the interactions in the SI sessions are between you and
the students. There is no student to student interaction.

4. Every time you ask a question over the course content, the group
becomes very quiet.

5. You have one student in the session who rarely talks.

6. If a student becomes confrontational and suggests the sessions are a
waste of time.

7.  Students who typically do not show up for sessions are being
shunned by those who do.

Break into groups of six or seven. Assign each person in the group one of the
situations presented below and ask them to lead the group in a discussion
about how they would handle it.

Assigned
Discussion Leader

6

5
4

3

1
2
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he Inside Scoop on Conducting SI
      Sessions
1. Running a successful session requires careful planning. Never go into a group intend-

ing to "play it by ear" or "answer questions."

2. Personally invite students to the sessions. Don't act insulted if they offer an excuse for
not coming.

3. Maintain eye contact.

4. Build flexibility into the organization of the SI.

5. Don’t feel tied to keeping up with the content. You don’t have to “do something” with
every bit of content provided by the instructor and the text.

6. It is more effective to “model” how successful students learn a particular subject than it is
to “tell” students what they need to know.

7. Make use of the language of the particular discipline, course, and instructor.

8. Waiting for students to volunteer a well-developed answer takes time. If you are uncom-
fortable waiting for 30 seconds, join students in looking through notes or text.

9. If students are unable to answer the question, ask for the source of information. For
example, ask for the date of the lecture that contained the information and search for the
answer together.  Avoid taking on the responsibility of always providing answers.

10. Encourage students to summarize the major concepts of the lectures. Let other stu-
dents fine-tune the responses. If information is incorrect, ask students to find specific
references in the text or notes that will clarify the correct answers.

11. Avoid interrupting student answers. SI should provide a comfortable environment for
students to ask questions or attempt answers. Protect students from interruptions,
laughter, or from those with louder voices.

12. Refer to the syllabus regularly. Check that students understand the requirements and
dates of reading assignments, projects, and tests.

13. If your group has more than 12 students, divide into subgroups. Provide discussion
topics that the groups can explore. Move from group to group, participating from time to
time, reassuring the group that you are still there for them.
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losing the SI Session /
Reviewing for Exams

What do YOU think?

1. Why is it generally important to provide “closure” at an SI session?

2. If things are really going well during an SI session, should the SI
leader stop to do “closure?” Why or why not?

3. Many SI leaders report they find it difficult to use closure techniques at
an SI session because they run out of time. What recommendations
can you offer to avoid this problem?

4. When is the best time to offer a review session for a major exam?
Right before the exam or several days in advance?

5. How would an SI session that takes place before a major exam differ
from a regular SI session?

6. If you have a two-hour marathon session before the exam, would you
count this as one or two sessions?

7. What would you do if you typically have six to nine students show up
for a session and twenty-five show up right before the exam?

Assigned
Discussion Leader

6

5
4

3

1
2

Break into groups of six or seven. Assign each person in the group one of the
questions presented below and ask them to lead the group in a discussion
about the issue the question addresses.
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he Inside Scoop on Closing SI Sessions

Closure Techniques
To ensure that students do not lose sight of the "big picture," reserve the last few minutes
for reviews.  During this time books or notes should not be used.

Technique #1: Informal Quiz
When time permits, the informal quiz will help students put all of the important ideas
together. We have provided information about the informal quiz in the Strategies Section.

Technique #2: Predict Test Questions
Divide students into groups of two or three. Have them write a test question for a specific
topic, ensuring that all major topics have been covered. Ask students to write their question
on the board for discussion. This technique requires more time but the benefit is that
students see additional questions which focus on the specific material that has just been
presented.

Technique #3: Identify the "Big idea"
Ask each person to tell what he or she thought was the most important concept, idea or
new understanding they learned during the session. We call these "take homes." That is, if
they could only take home one thing from the information presented, what would it be? Ask
each student to offer a different "take home." This technique can be useful if you’re nearly
out of time.

If there is sufficient time, have students organize the selected topics into more generalized
concepts.  We know that students frequently feel overwhelmed by the sheer volume of
information that they have to deal with during the term. They need practice with organizing
all of the information presented.

Technique #4: Predict the Next Lecture Topic
Have students predict the next lecture topic.  See if there are connections between the last
lecture and the next one.  This activity helps to prepare them for new material, especially if
it can be connected to information they have just mastered in the SI session.

Technique #5: Summarize the Procedure/ Steps / Etcetera
Sometimes it is more important to go over how an answer was arrived at, rather than
reviewing the answer itself. Remember to give time to the process of learning.
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Group Discussion
A group discussion is, more or less, just like it sounds: a general discussion of
an issue or topic by the group. Individual members are free to contribute or not
contribute.

Hints
This the most common form of collaborative learning. It is also the form that
requires the most skill to use successfully.

Ideally, everyone is actively involved in the discussion and the discussion
topic is of equal interest to all group members. When group discussion is
successful, it may be difficult to determine who is actually leading the discus-
sion.

Clusters
In clusters, group participants are divided into smaller groups for discussion.
They may also be allowed to self-select the small group they want to be in.
After discussing the assigned topic the cluster may report their findings to the
large group.

Hints
If possible, see that each group is provided a flip chart or a space on the
blackboard to record the important points of their discussion.

Allow time for each group to report back to the large group. You may have to
assign someone from each group to report back.

Clusters

ollaborative Learning
Techniques

Group
Discussion

! !
!

!!!

!
!

!
! !

! !
!

Turn to a Partner
Group members work with a partner on an assignment or discussion topic.

Hints
This  technique works best with group participants who have already been
provided with  enough background on a subject that they can immediately
move to a discussion with their partner without previewing or reviewing
concepts.

Turn to a
Partner

! !
!
!

!
!

! !
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Think / Pair / Share
Group members work on an assignment or project individually and then share
their results with a partner.

Hints
The goal of a Think/Pair/Share is allow participants time to think BEFORE they
discuss. Research shows that when people are given time to contemplate an
answer to a question, their answers differ from those they would give if they
responded immediately.

When doing a Think/Pair/ Share, give participants a specific amount of time
(30 seconds, five minutes, etc.) for the "think" portion.

Think / Pair /
Share

Individual Presentation
An individual presentation is an uninterrupted presentation by one
person to the group. Group members present on a topic, question, or
issue to the group. Unlike an "Assigned Discussion Leader" this is a
formal presentation delivered to a captive audience.

Hint
Use individual presentations should typically be used sparingly and
only when independent research is required.

Individual
Presentation

!

! !

! !

!

! ! ! !
! ! ! !

Assigned Discussion Leader
One person in the group is asked to present on a topic or review material for
the group and then lead the discussion for the group. This person should not
be the regular group leader.

Hints
When assigning a discussion topic to individual members of the group, you
may need to be prepared to allow a little time for the person leading the
discussion to prepare for the discussion.

This technique works best when everyone or nearly everyone in the group is
given an assignment to be the "expert" on.

Assigned
Discussion Leader

6

5
4

3

1
2
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Jigsaw Jigsaw
Jigsaws, when used properly, make the group as a whole dependent upon all the of
subgroups. Each group provides a piece of the puzzle. Group members are broken
into smaller groups. Each small group works on some aspect of the same problem,
question, or issue. They then share their part of the puzzle with the large group.

Hints
When using a Jigsaw, make sure you carefully define the limits of what each group
will contribute to the topic that is being explored.

Group Survey

Each group member is surveyed to discover their position on an issue,
problem or topic. This process insures that each member of the group is
allowed to offer or state their point of view.

Hints
A survey works best when opinions or views are briefly stated. Be sure to
keep track of the results of the survey.

Group Survey

!

!!

!

!
!

!
!

!

!
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Some students learn well by creating visual study aids. This type of learner may actually picture the page of
notes when answering essay questions on a test. Therefore, notes that are clear, concise and well organized are
essential. There are a variety of ways to summarize notes in a few words.

Some of these techniques include mapping, and picturing. The best visual techniques do more than just con-
dense notes; they help students understand the relationship between topics covered in various lectures and
provide a "big picture."  Students who simply memorize their notes as if they contained a series of several
hundred unrelated facts may easily miss the point. Visual techniques help pull the ideas together.

Mapping and picturing are used to draw a picture of the concept presented verbally in the lecture.  The relation-
ships between the topics are stressed in the map by the use of arrows.  There are many types of mapping and
picturing techniques.  Two are shown on the following page. These must be adjusted to the subject matter.  The
key idea is to visualize the information and to use as few words as possible.

Mapping: Picturing:
________________________________________________________________________
    $ Independence Positions of Theorists on Basic Assumptions
      of Women

 Freedom      Maslow, Rogers  Freud, Skinner Determinism

Good             Rogers, Maslow,  Freud Evil
       DIVORCE

Holistic        Jung, Rogers,  Maslow, Freud Atomistic

Environment      Skinner, Erickson, Freud, Jung Heredity

High No Social
Expectations   Stigma
  of
Happiness

isual Techniques
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(4)(2)

cba d

1

2

3

4

A B C

1    2    3   4   5   6    7   8  9

a     b      c       d     e     f

B

CA

A

B

C

D

E

Identify courses or disciplines in which these visual models might be useful.
(3)

(1)
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ocabulary Activities

All disciplines have technical terms which have precise definitions in that subject matter, and may mean
something quite different in another context. One of the purposes of most introductory courses is to teach
students to speak “the language of the discipline.”  Therefore, a clear understanding of the technical
vocabulary in the course is essential for the students in your study group. Students must be able to do
more than simply “parrot back” rote definitions of terms. They must be able to paraphrase the meaning of
the term, understand how it fits in with the topic under discussion.

Vocabulary Activity Goals
1. Identify key technical terms in their notes and text and be able to generate a precise definition.

2. Paraphrase the definitions in their notes and text.

3. Understand the relationship between one term and other key terms which fall under the same topic.

4. Create a parallel example to the one given in the notes or text.

5. Be comfortable enough with the terms to “speak” the language of the course, both in the group and on
tests.

Procedure
Here is a list of suggestions for working with course vocabulary in study groups:

1. Don’t “translate” - use the term yourself. For example, if a student in an economics supplement were to
talk about “product satisfaction,” the SI leader might ask, “And what is the economic term that means
satisfaction?”  Then, the student will use the economic term "utility," rather than the equivalent transla-
tion, satisfaction. Remember, on essay tests one of the things instructors looking for is whether the
students can use terms correctly.

2. Before a test, create a handout to help students identify terms in their notes by passing out red pens and
suggesting that they circle all key terms in red. Then, have one of the students record the complete list
on the board.  Put students in groups of two or three.  Ask that they refer to their definitions of all of the
terms and pair together terms that they feel are connected in some way. Then, report back to the larger
group.
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3. Create a vocabulary matrix. Get students to work together to fill in the matrix (see example below). One
student can work with lecture notes and the other with the text. They may also work together to create
the new example.

4. Create vocabulary note cards for a quick review.

5. When appropriate, introduce the meaning of Greek or Latin roots that will help students remember their
technical terms.  For example, in sociology, students who know that the root “gam” means “marriage”
have an advantage on a test question which asks about “exogamy”. A good way to present key roots is
to put the root on the board and then ask students to name as many words as they can think of that
come from the root.

Example:  “GAM”--bigamy; polygamy; exogamy; endogamy; monogamy

Ask what the words all have in common.  This way the group figures out the meaning of the root them-
selves.  They can use this same procedure once they become proficient when faced with an unfamiliar
word on a test or in a textbook.

Vocabulary - Summary
1. Continually use and review vocabulary words from previous lectures and from the text.

2. Have students predict vocabulary words that might be used in a lecture from text readings.

3. Work with students on application of terms. Instead of saying “What does ______________ mean?”,
say “Here is a situation....This is a good example of what?”

               Term Meaning Example from Notes              Example from Text         New Example
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reparing for Exams
Often students become anxious simply by the language of the question. It is important that students in your
group begin to develop the skill of predicting test questions. Once they discover that the origin of test questions
is not always mysterious, they will feel much more confident going into their test. You can help students develop
this confidence and skill by creating practice exams in the study groups.  This type of activity is good shortly
before an exam when you have a large number of non-regular participants in the study group. Plan to work
together to create study sheets for each predicted question at the next study group before the test.

Review Dates
The dates of exams should be reviewed regularly so that students are reminded to start studying early.

Identify Exam Format
Discuss with the students the kinds of questions to expect on exams.  Also explore the amount of emphasis
that will be placed on the text, lecture, outside readings.  For example, one half of the points are earned through
multiple choice items that focus on information from the lecture and text; the other half of the possible points are
earned through two essay questions that focus on the supplemental readings, the assigned novels.

Develop Practice Exams
Have students submit 3 to 5 questions. These questions can be assembled into a practice or review exam and
returned to students for study. If appropriate, periodically offer practice essay questions. Ask students to outline
the answer first. Initially, have the students use their book and lecture notes, but work toward a normal test
situation. Provide sample summary sheets for each exam which provide less and less information, thus forcing
students to progressively become more and more independent and able to write their own summaries.  The first
summary sheet could be written by the SI participants as a group. If the professor distributes a sample question
or has a file of previous tests on reserve in the library, discuss the wording of the question in SI.

Use Practice Exam in the SI Session
Ask the instructor to look over questions and make suggestions. With the instructor's permission, announce to
the class that the practice exam will be used in the next SI session. If possible, ask the professor to suggest
that students take the practice exam.
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Structure the SI Sessions
At the beginning of the academic term, SI leaders must provide structure to the SI sessions; don't expect to
arrive at SI sessions with the intention of "answering questions." You may want to write an agenda of the
session on the chalkboard for each session.

Syllabus
Review the syllabus with the students early in the academic term. Take note of the homework assignments,
exam dates, and grading policy. Is the homework graded? If it is graded, announce that you are not allowed
to work homework problems, but that problems similar to the homework will be discussed and worked on
during the SI sessions.

Prelecture Notes
Use the titles on the syllabus to guide you to what are the important parts of the text chapter. Note which
problems are assigned as homework.

Look at chapter headings, subtitles, diagrams and captions, and scan the text briefly. When appropriate, turn
the headings and subtitles into questions and make a brief outline of what is being presented. In the margins
of your outline, list significant terms and attempt a brief definition. Say the terms out loud. Leave space in
your outline so that you will have room to incorporate lecture notes with your prelecture notes. Try taking
your prelecture notes from the text in one color of ink and lecture notes in another color of ink. Be sure to
read the chapter summary.

During the lecture, add the prelecture notes to the class lecture notes. Work the problems along with the
instructor. After the lecture, work homework problems which relate to the activity. Reread the text book
sections which apply.

Lecture Notes
During the first week, talk about lecture notes in the math course. If possible, look around the room during
the lecture to see how students are reacting to the material being presented. For example, if the professor is
discussing graphs, the students may have difficulty copying the graphs while taking notes about them. You
may want to distribute copies of your lecture notes one time so that students can see your strategies for note
taking. This can provide a basis for a discussion of note taking skills.

During the discussion on note taking you can suggest that they use the Cornell method of note taking. This
system makes use of Summary Margin paper or graphic paper with a three inch margin on the left hand side
for important notations. You can also share, for example, how you concentrate on what the instructor is
doing, and how to get as many details as possible without getting distracted by trivia. Students will see the
benefit of using Summary Margin paper when you suggest they take notes during the SI sessions in the
margin of their lecture notes. Encourage students to rewrite their lecture notes as soon as possible after the
lecture. Remember to ask for other students to share their strategies as well.

ath SI Sessions
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Textbook
Share with the students your method for reading the textbook. Focus on the different parts of the chapters:
sample problems, new symbols and vocabulary, discussion and homework problems.

Strategies
Math SI sessions focus on getting students to work on problems. We encourage SI leaders to have the
students first write problems on the board. Then ask students, "What do we do first?" or "Where do we
start?" Promote interaction and encourage students to help each other. For example, to start the session,
have students work a word problem or statement problem for about five minutes. Then have them pair up
and discuss the problem. This technique helps students discover different ways to work similar problems
while helping each other. SI leaders need to help students see the progression of mathematics. For example,
the SI leader might point out that a student will see a new application for a familiar concept when moving
from Algebra to Calculus.

Worksheets
Develop worksheets for use during the SI sessions which help generate discussion, focus on key concepts,
and allow students the opportunity to easily identify their weaknesses. Worksheets also help students review
for exams and allow the SI leader to guide students to consider math problems that are most representative
of the key concepts that the professor wants the students to learn. It also allows the SI leader work out the
solutions to the problems ahead of time.

(This material was developed to accompany a videotape of math SI sessions with Dr. Patricia Kenney.)
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 roblem-Solving SI Sessions

Chalkboard Model
PREREQUISITES     STEPS IN THE SOLUTION       RULES               SIMILAR PROBLEM

This first step in-
cludes relevant
equations, formulas,
charts, and general
rules for solving this
type of problem,
along with the
source.

For example:

% yield = actual
             theoretical

XXXX X XXXXXX=
  XXX           XX
Here, students check their
understanding using prereq-
uisites, steps in solutions
and rules as learning aides.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Answer and a source for
the verification of the an-
swer.

XXXX   X XXXXX =
 XXX          XXX
The SI leader or  the
student(s) model the so-
lution step-by-step with
what is done in each step
of a solution and why it
is done.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Here, a narra-
tive description
of what is done
in each step of a
solution  is writ-
ten down.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Problem-solving courses like chemistry, physics, or mathematics are
major obstacles for many students. Students often don't know to how
to begin to attack a problem or do not know what to do when they
encounter difficulty in the midst of finding a solution.

Many college instructors do not have time to present problem-solving strategies in class. In gen-
eral, SI creates a "safe haven" for students to learn general problem-solving skills.

In SI sessions, attendees help each other by actively exchanging strategies for problem-solving.
Students need to become part of a collaborative, mutual-help team, attacking a common problem
and solution together by pooling resources. When students get stuck, the manner in which SI
leaders handle the situation determines whether the student gains an understanding of the process
or merely gets a right answer.

A model of board work that facilitates a process understanding of problem-solving strategies in
chemistry is presented below. It shows how four  types of information are placed on the board as
problem-solving is modeled in an SI session.

This model employs essential components for understanding neatness, orderliness, logical devel-
opment and visual models. Well organized board work in SI sessions is crucial in helping students
understand how to solve specific problems.
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(Adapted from "A Model for Supplemental Instruction in Introductory Chemistry" by Dennis H. Congos in SI
News, Summer, 1993)

SI leaders use the board work model when (1) students don't know how to solve a problem, (2) students
are stuck within a problem/solution or (3) to check student understanding of how to solve each type of
problem. This type of board work model includes the following:

1. SI leaders need to model the value of learning and using prerequisite information like formulas,
equations, charts and general rules in solving each type of problem. Students need to see the sources
of information for answers and for solutions to each type of problem.

2. Students see models of how to solve each type of problem as SI leaders or students think through,
verbalize and write out solutions that include explanations of what and why something is done step-by-
step.

3. At any point in the modeling process allow students to ask questions.

4. Rules for solving each type of problem are written in narrative form on the board. This allows students
to utilize verbal skills in understanding problem-based courses as well as quantitative skills.

5. Students need to be given a chance to practice and/or check their understanding of how to solve a
problem by doing a similar problem of their own.

6. SI leaders must avoid relecturing or simply telling students how to solve problems. This has little value
in helping students understand problem-solving processes.

7. Numbering each step is a great help to students because they can clearly identify each step in an
actual solution. When students break problem-solving down into the component steps, they can more
easily pinpoint gaps in understanding, ask informed questions about the problem-solving process and
practice their current understanding of the problem-solving process to enhance clarity.
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Mnemonic devices are aids for improving one’s memory.  These devices can be much more efficient than rote
memory techniques (learning by simple repetition).  Mnemonic devices are more effective because they
generally attach new information to be learned to old information already mastered, or to catch words or
phrases that are more easily remembered.

Jingles
days in each month--30 days hath September, April, June and November
spelling generalization--i before e except after c

Acronyms (catchwords)
the Great Lakes--HOMES
the only spot in the U.S. where four states meet--CANU

Acrostics (catch phrases)
the colors of the spectrum--Roy G. Biv
the order of the planets from the sun--My very educated mother just served us nine pickles

Procedure for Developing Acronyms and Acrostics (Catchwords/Phrases)
Step 1: Present information to be learned.  Underline the first letter of each word.

Step 2:  Devise a word or phrase (nonsense or otherwise) using each letter underlined.
For example:  Psychology - 4 symptoms of schizophrenia
1) withdrawal 2) hallucinations 3) inappropriate emotional response 4) delusions
Catchword: whid

For example:  Chemistry - 7 diatomic molecules
Bromine, Hydrogen, Chlorine, Fluorine, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Iodine
Catch phrase:  Brian helps Claire find out new ideas.

If a series of phrases needs to be learned, have the students first circle the key word, or most significant word
in each phrase.  Then, underline the first letter of each key word and form the catchword/phrase as outlined
below.

For example:  Psychology - Abraham Maslow’s theory of basic human needs:
1) biological need 2) safety need 3) need for companionship 4) esteem need 5) need self-actualization
Catch phrase:  Bob sings clearly each afternoon.

nemonic Devices
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rue/False Exam Questions
1. Remember to read the directions for the exam before you begin.

2. Determine the number of questions and budget your time.
Many times when True/False questions are given there are a large number of questions. If so, answer
each question quickly. It may not be worth a lot of time to get one question right if the questions is only
worth two points on a 100 point test.

3. Read each question carefully.
Remember that if any part of a statement is false, the entire state is false. Most questions contain a
combination of who, what, when, where or how facts. If any one of those facts is wrong, the statement is
false.

4.  Look for qualifiers.
Words like never, all, none, only, and always generally indicate a statement is false. On the other hand,
sometimes, generally, often, frequently and mostly indicate a statement is true.

5.  Answer the questions you know first.
Often answers to questions you don't know are supplied in other questions. Go back to answer the difficult
questions later.

6. When guessing, do not change answers.
Research indicates your first answer is usually best.  However, don't be afraid to change answers when
you have a good reason for doing so.

7. Answer all questions.
Unless points are deducted for incorrect responses, leave enough time to answer all questions. Mark all
remaining or unfinished questions true; in a true/false exam a slight majority of the answers are usually
true.

8. "Reason" statements tend to be false.
When something is given as the "reason" or "cause" or "because" of something else the statement will
tend to be false.
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ultiple Choice Exam Questions
1. Remember to read the directions for the exam before you begin.

2. Attempt to answer the question without looking at the options.
If necessary, cover the answers with your hand.

3. Eliminate the distractors.
Analyze the options as true/false questions. In a negatively worded question (as in "which of the following
are NOT . . ." ), put a T or F beside each option, then simply select the false statement.

4. Never be afraid to use common sense in determining your answer.
It is sometimes easy to confuse yourself by attempting to recall the "right" answer rather than simply reason-
ing through the question. Make sure your answer makes sense.

5. Answer the questions you know first.
Often answers to questions you don't know are supplied in other questions. Go back to answer the difficult
questions later.

6. When guessing, do not change answers.
Research indicates your first answer is usually best. However, don't be afraid to change answers when you
have a good reason for doing so.

7. When guessing, choose answers that are not the first or last option.
Research indicates that the option in the middle with the most words is usually the correct response.

8. Answer all questions.
Unless points are deducted for incorrect responses, leave enough time to answer all questions.

9. If the first option is a correct one, look at the last option to make sure it is
not an "all of the above" option.

The same is true for the "none of the above" question.

10. If options appear similar, chances are one of them is the correct
response.

The same is true for quantities that are almost the same.

11. Allow time at the end to check for carelessness.
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1. Remember to read the directions for the exam before you begin.

2. Determine the pattern of the matching questions.
Take a moment before you begin answering questions to determine exactly what is being matched.  Are they
people with quotes, words with definitions, events with descriptions?

3. Answer the questions you know first.
Often answers to questions you don't know are supplied in other questions. Go back to answer the difficult
questions later.

4. Choose the longest column to read first.
One column will generally have more reading material than the other.  If you begin by reading the column
with the greatest amount of reading, matching it to the column with the least amount of reading, you can
avoid having to reread the lengthy material each time.

5. With each answer cross out the items used from both columns.
This will help you save time by not rereading the material and help you answer more difficult questions by
visually taking you through the process of elimination.

atching Exam Questions
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1. Remember to read the directions for the exam before you begin.

2. Don't study for total recall of names, dates, facts, and figures as you might for an objective test.
Don’t merely memorize material.

3. Do learn main ideas, key terms, steps in an argument, stages in a process, etc.
Also memorize verbatim at least some key phrases, definitions, or short passages. These will give an
authoritative air to your answer.

4. Do anticipate exam questions.
 If, for example, you have studied both the fall of Greece and the fall of Rome since the last test, you can
anticipate a question which asks you to compare and contrast these.

5. Read through the whole test first.
Answers will come to mind immediately for some questions.  Jot down key words now while they are fresh
in mind, but don’t start writing your answer.

6. Budget your time.
Allow enough time at the end to go back and finish incomplete answers and to proofread your paper.
When the time is up for one question, stop writing and begin the next one.  On a six question exam, for
example, six incomplete answers will usually receive more credit than three complete ones, so try not to
leave any questions completely unanswered.

7. Answer the questions you know best first.  And don‘t panic about any you think you don’t know. Stay
calm.

8. Take time to structure your answer, even if you are in a hurry.
Whenever you can, work from a brief outline jotted down on scratch paper before you begin to write.
Select what is clearly relevant; try to avoid a rambling effect.

9.  Come straight to the point in your answer.
Make your very first sentence sum up your main point.  If you are writing a lengthy answer, summarize the
key points you intend to make in an introductory paragraph.

10.  Take time at the end to reread the exam.
 Make sure you have answered ALL parts of the question.

11. Qualify answers when in doubt.
It is better to say  “Toward the end of the 19th century” than to say in “1884” when you can’t remember
whether it’s 1884 or 1894. The approximate time may be all that is necessary, but you may lose credit for
an incorrect date.

ssay Exam Questions
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hort-Answer/Fill-in-the-Blank
Exam Questions

1. Remember to read the directions for the exam before you begin.

2. There are few if any "tricks" for this type of exam question.
Only one of a dozen publications on "test taking skills" surveyed for this topic had a category for short-
answer/fill in the blank questions (this entry contained only two paragraphs that were each only two lines
long)!

3. It is best to "overstudy."
You need to know your subject backwards and forwards; the chances are that you will either know it or
you won't.  Unlike an essay test you will not have the opportunity to reveal what you do know in place of
what you don't.

4. Answer the questions you know first.
Often answers to questions you don't know are supplied in other questions. Go back to answer the
difficult questions later.

5. When you prepare for the exam, focus on facts and key words.
 Look over the materials as though you were going to write the exam. Try to predict questions appropriate
for this type of exam.













 

 

Thank you!  
 

You have completed an intense and grueling few days, and you have been 
provided with an abundance of information and skills in a short period of 
time. Please refer to this guide as well as your fellow SIs and the SI Lead-
ership Team should you have any questions. As you continue your career 
as an SI, you will refine your skills and begin to master the art of leading 
sessions. The next few weeks are going to be an exciting time for you, so 
embrace it! If you have any questions along the way, please ask. The en-
tire SLAC Team is excited for you to begin your journey as an SI. We 

know that you will excel and help your students tremendously. Remem-
ber to keep this guide with you during your career as an SI as it contains 

tips and tricks for all facets of the position.  
 

Congratulations! 
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